Tumours exhibit a range of response to therapy and there is an increasing desire to develop prognostic biomarkers to predict therapeutic efficacy. Proteomic and genomic screens may be related to tumour aggressiveness, but are often based on invasive biopsy specimens. Imaging potentially offers entirely non-invasive insight into tumour pathophysiology, which may influence tumour development and response to therapy.

Hypoxia is thought to influence radiation response and there have been many clinical trials aimed at exploiting or overcoming hypoxia ([@bib46]; [@bib18]). However, the meta-analysis of [@bib33] suggested only a minor benefit for procedures designed to overcome hypoxia. There is general consensus that such trials are hampered by inability to identify hypoxic tumours and stratify patients for optimal therapy. This has led to extensive interest in developing biomarkers of hypoxia ([@bib40]). Perhaps the most effective, to date, has been the Eppendorf Histograph, which was successfully used to stratify human tumours at various disease sites based on various oxygen-related criteria such as hypoxic fraction, median pO~2~ or ratio of tumour to local normal tissue ([@bib10]; [@bib14]; [@bib38]; [@bib39]; [@bib32]; [@bib23]; [@bib43]). However, electrode application is highly invasive and is seldom used today. Hypoxia may also be identified histologically based on bioreductive markers such as pimonidazole, and this strategy was successfully applied in head and neck cancer ([@bib22]). Ideally, stratification would be achieved non-invasively and indeed multiple strategies are being developed using MRI, ESR, optical and radionuclide imaging ([@bib40]; [@bib28]; [@bib13]), although to date, none has been approved for routine clinical use.

Several studies have suggested that DCE MRI may provide insights into tumour hypoxia and radiation response, as well as perfusion ([@bib49]; [@bib18]), and correlations have been shown with electrode measurements and radiobiological hypoxic fractions ([@bib26]; [@bib25]; [@bib45]; [@bib7]). Hitherto, such studies have generally fallen into two classes: (i) pre-clinical animal investigations with quantitative DCE analysis, but in many cases assessment of radiation response was limited to paired clonogenic survival assays ([@bib16]; [@bib7]; [@bib34]); (ii) clinical and large animal studies of response, generally relating semi-quantitative analysis of DCE based on relative signal enhancement, or initial area under the curve ([@bib26]; [@bib25]; [@bib30]; [@bib44]). Contrary results have been reported with more or less correlation between specific DCE parameters and hypoxia ([@bib34]). As such, we decided to include DCE MRI as part of a larger MRI investigation of oxygen-modulated tumour response to radiation. We have published the oxygen-enhanced (OE) MRI previously ([@bib17]), and now present the more complex analysis of DCE MRI.

Contrast-enhanced MRI is a routine clinical scan used to examine many tumour disease sites. It requires the administration of small molecular weight gadolinium (Gd) chelates that can aid in tumour delineation by virtue of the highly fenestrated leaky vasculature. Beyond the assessment of temporal and spatial variation in signal intensity following the administration of gadolinium, this technique has been widely used to evaluate tumour pathophysiology ([@bib8]; [@bib42]; [@bib2]; [@bib9]). Sophisticated pharmacokinetic analysis has been developed initially by direct analogy with radiotracer methods ([@bib41]; [@bib42]). Several mathematical models, such as the modified Kety/Tofts model ([@bib42]), have been established to generate parametric images of volume transfer constant (*K*^trans^) and extravascular-extracellular volume fraction (*v*~e~).

In this study, we evaluated the potential use of DCE MRI for predicting the radiation response of the Dunning prostate R3327-AT1 rat tumour. The day following MR imaging, tumours were irradiated with a single high dose of 30 Gy and growth delay was compared with pre-irradiation DCE assessments. These tumours formed a subset of a larger cohort evaluated previously for OE-MRI. At the time, we were unable to evaluate the DCE MRI and therefore this study is presented separately here, in the context of the previous work ([@bib17]).

Materials and methods
=====================

Animal model
------------

This study was approved by the UT Southwestern Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee in accordance with Federal, State, and Local laws and guidelines and consistent with Guidelines for the welfare and use of animals in cancer research ([@bib47]). Ten male Copenhagen rats (weight ∼200 g) were implanted with Dunning R3327-AT1 rat prostate tumours. The AT1 is an anaplastic tumour with a volume-doubling time of 5.2 days and a TCD~50~ (single radiation dose for 50% tumour control probability) of 75.7 Gy ([@bib36], [@bib37]). Tumours were originally provided by Dr J.T. Isaacs of Johns Hopkins University ([@bib20]). Donor tissue was grown in the thigh of Copenhagen rats and fresh tumour tissue fragments were collected and surgically implanted subcutaneously in the thigh via a small incision. Tumour volume was measured using a pair of calipers and calculated as V=(*π*/6) × a × b × c, where a, b and c, are the three orthogonal diameters. When tumours reached about 0.3 cm^3^ they were evaluated by MRI and irradiated.

MRI
---

MRI used a horizontal bore 4.7-T magnet system (Agilent, Palo Alto, CA, USA) with home-built 2 cm single-turn solenoid volume coil. Animals were anaesthetised with isoflurane (1.5%) in air (1 dm^3^ min^−1^) and kept warm (37 °C) using a circulating warm water blanket. High-resolution T~2~-weighted images were acquired using a Fast Spin-Echo (FSEMS) sequence: TR/TE~eff~=2000/48 ms, echo train length (ETL)=8, FOV=40 × 40 mm, acquisition matrix 128 × 128, NEX=8, 1 mm slice thickness without gap, and 15 slices acquired in the axial orientation. Interleaved BOLD (blood oxygen level dependent) and TOLD (tissue oxygen level dependent) (IBT) MRIs were acquired in an automated fashion using a home-written macro during air breathing followed by oxygen, as described in detail previously ([@bib17]). Following about 30 min oxygen breathing, quantitative R~1~ measurements were acquired with O~2~-breathing using a spin-echo sequence (SEMS): TE=20 ms, TR=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5 s, FOV=40 × 40 mm^2^ with 64 × 64 acquisition matrix. Time course DCE data were acquired continuously using a SEMS with TR/TE of 200/15 ms providing 11 s temporal resolution pre- and up to 30 min post-injection of 0.1 mmol kg^−1^ body weight Gd-DTPA (Magnevist) intravenously in the tail vein rapidly by hand. Images were acquired with the same spatial resolution as R~1~ maps. R~1~ maps were obtained before contrast injection in order to facilitate conversion of signal-intensity data to contrast agent concentrations.

Radiation treatment
-------------------

Radiation was delivered using a dedicated small animal X-ray irradiator (XRAD 225Cx, Precision X-Ray, Inc., North Branford, CT, USA). The XRAD 225Cx features an X-ray tube mounted on a c-arm gantry, which rotates about a motorised x--y--z (3D) translational stage (Parker 404XE, Parker--Hannifin Corp., Irwin, PA, USA). Absolute-dose calibration was performed in accordance with the recommendations of the AAPM TG-61 protocol ([@bib27]). The XRAD 225Cx was operated at 225 kV and 13 mA, producing a dose rate of ∼3.5 Gy min^−1^. A circular aperture of 20 mm in diameter was used to limit the radiation beam only to the tumour. An image-guidance system utilising a digital-imaging panel for digital radiography, fluoroscopy and cone-beam CT was used to ensure accurate target localisation.

Rats were divided into three groups: Group 1 control (*n*=2, no irradiation); Group 2 (*n*=4) breathed air during irradiation and Group 3 (*n*=4) breathed oxygen 15 min before and during irradiation. Half the radiation dose (15 Gy) was delivered Dorsal--Ventral, which was followed immediately by another dose of 15 Gy from the opposite side ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Following irradiation tumour volume (V), measured with a pair of calipers, was normalised to the day of irradiation (V~0~) and response was evaluated as the time for the tumour to quadruple in volume (T~4~). Rats were killed within 80 days of irradiation.

Data analysis
-------------

DCE data were analysed using a recent reference tissue model ([@bib48]) avoiding the need to directly measure the arterial input function (AIF). The model compares the contrast agent curves in a tissue of interest (tumour) to that of a reference region (muscle). Using reported values for the volume transfer constant of muscle, *K*^trans,\ M^, (0.1 min^−1^) and the extravascular-extracellular volume fraction, *v*~e,\ M~, (0.1) in the muscle ([@bib35], [@bib48]), it is possible to extract the *K*^trans^ and *v*~e~ values for the tumour without knowledge of the AIF. In this model, the contrast concentration curve, C(t), in tumour tissue is given by ([@bib48]):

where, R=(*K*^trans^/*K*^trans,\ M^) and C~M~(t) is the contrast agent concentration curve in muscle tissue. Analysis of BOLD and TOLD data (both semi-quantitative changes in signal intensity (ΔSI) and quantitative R~1~ and R~2~\*) was described in detail previously ([@bib17]), and the results are compared with the new DCE data.

Statistics
----------

Pearson correlation analysis was performed between the DCE-derived parameters and tumour growth delay. The significance of differences between Groups was established using analysis of variance. The statistical analysis was carried out by using Excel 14 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) software.

Results
=======

A baseline T~2~-weighted MR image slice is shown for a representative tumour ([Figure 2A](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) together with heterogeneous contrast following administration of Gd-DTPA ([Figure 2B](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The *K*^trans^ and *v*~e~ maps ([Figure 2C and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) were heterogeneous with most high values in the periphery. Mean *K*^trans^=0.11±0.05 min^−1^ and mean *v*~e~=0.19±0.09 (8 treated tumours).

Caliper measurement of tumour growth was obtained up to four times the initial tumour size or 80 days following irradiation. Untreated controls had the fastest growth rate with a T~4~=8±1 days. Irradiation caused significant tumour growth delay compared with non-irradiated tumours (*P*\<0.05) and T~4~ ranged from 28 to 75 days ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). For Group 2 (air) T~4~ ranged from 28 to 48 days. Overall there was no significant difference between T~4~ for air and oxygen groups, but two different responses were observed for Group 3 (oxygen) tumours. Some exhibited no significant benefit compared with air breathing (T~4~=40--44 days; *P*\>0.4 *vs* air). Others showed significantly enhanced tumour growth delay (T~4~=70--75 days (*n*=2); *P*\<0.005 *vs* air and *P*\<0.01 *vs* the unresponsive tumours).

A strong correlation was observed between *v*~e~ and T~4~ for those tumours breathing air during irradiation (Group 2; *r*^2^\>0.93; *P*\<0.05; [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Intriguingly a strong correlation remained if all tumours, irrespective of inhaled gas were combined (Groups 2 +3; *r*^2^\>0.72; *P*\<0.001). For *K*^trans^ there was strong correlation with T~4~ for Group 2 tumours (*r*^2^\>0.99; *P*\<0.005), but this failed upon inclusion of Group 3 tumours (*r*^2^\>0.3). There was a significant correlation between *v*~e~ and *K*^trans^ for the eight irradiated tumours (*r*^2^\>0.53; *P*\<0.05).

The OE-MRI was analysed and published previously showing strong correlation between ΔSI TOLD, ΔR~1~, ΔT~1~ and T~4~ ([@bib17]). No such correlations were observed between BOLD and T~4~. We have now examined relationships between OE-MRI and DCE, but in general, there was lack of correlation, although TOLD (%ΔSI) *vs v*~e~ showed *r*^2^\>0.54 (*P*\<0.05) and R~1~ *vs K*^trans^ showed *r*^2^\>0.59 (*P*\<0.05).

Discussion
==========

Distinct trends were observed between DCE MRI parameters and radiation treatment. Tumours exhibiting greater *v*~e~ values had longer tumour growth delay, irrespective of the inhaled gas. There was also a strong correlation between *K*^trans^ and tumour growth delay for the air-breathing rats alone.

In an extensive series of studies [@bib38] examined relationships between quantitative DCE parameters, hypoxia and radiation response ([@bib16]; [@bib7]; [@bib34]). For cohorts of eight human melanoma lines, exhibiting varying degrees of radiobiological hypoxia when growing as xenografts in nude mice, [@bib7]) reported robust correlations between *v*~e~ or *K*^trans^ and radiobiological hypoxic fractions. [@bib34] found that *K*^trans^ was significantly higher for individual radiation sensitive tumours, but *v*~e~ did not differ. Several of these studies examined tumour heterogeneity and sought to discard voxels corresponding to necrotic regions ([@bib16]; [@bib7]). We examined tumour images of whole cross sections with no attempt to eliminate potential necrosis. None of the previous studies examined tumour growth delay, but rather the more traditional paired clonogenic survival assays for cells from tumours on anaesthetised mice irradiated, while breathing air or shortly after killing to induce hypoxia ([@bib7]; [@bib34]). Our approach was somewhat different using air or oxygen breathing to modulate hypoxia and assessing tumour growth delay over several weeks.

The magnitudes of *K*^trans^ and *v*~e~ observed in this study lie in the ranges reported for various tumours such as human melanoma xenografts in mice ([@bib16]; [@bib34]), and Dunning prostate R3327-AT6.1 tumours in rats ([@bib11]). We observed a significant correlation between *K*^trans^ and *v*~e~ (*r*^2^\>0.53). We used the reference tissue approach for analysis thereby avoiding the need for a direct measurement of AIF. Also, attempts to measure AIF directly may be confounded by blood vessel motion, flow and partial volume ([@bib12]). Validity of the reference region model is subject to inter- and intra-subject variability, but the method is widely used and accepted. A reference region model appears particularly suitable in this study, as the reference tissue (thigh muscle) is immediately adjacent to the tumour in the leg and should have similar blood supply. The reference tissue method avoids the need for a large supply blood vessel within the field of view and relaxes the need for extremely high temporal resolution. The search for prognostic biomarkers is complex and consensus may be difficult to attain, as reports consider many different disease sites, tumour sizes and therapies. Here, we examined response to single high-dose irradiation, essentially stereotactic ablation radiotherapy. The AT1 is reported to be quite radiation resistant and 30 Gy represents slightly less than the TCD~50~ ([@bib36], [@bib37]). Tumour growth delay following single-dose irradiation should match the paired survival assays following single dose. Much irradiation follows a fractionated radiation therapy protocol and it was reported that the response of hepatocellular carcinoma could be predicted based on DCE characteristics after 2 weeks of therapy, but not baseline ([@bib24]).

[@bib44] found that pretreatment semi-quantitative DCE parameters were predictive of therapeutic response of canine soft tissue sarcoma to thermoradiotherapy. In many cases, semi-quantitative approaches have been used to characterise tumours based on simple changes in T~1~- or T~2~-weighted signal intensity, time to reach maximum signal or rates of signal change ([@bib2]). The most widely used measurement is the initial area under the curve (IAUC) following infusion of contrast agent and we previously observed a wide range of values in the AT1 tumour, which correlated with BOLD signal response in some tumours ([@bib21]). We did find that semi-quantitative assessments were indicative of response to metronomic chemotherapy in AT1 tumours ([@bib50]).

The correlation between *v*~e~ and T~4~ might be explained by the larger extracellular extravascular space in the tumour, and therefore, less cellular density and oxygen consumption. Several factors affect the development of hypoxia in tumours including vascularity of the surrounding normal tissue, angiogenic factor secretion and the oxygen consumption of tumour cells ([@bib31]; [@bib15]). The AT1 tumour line is highly radiation resistant, anaplastic undifferentiated and variably hypoxic ([@bib52]; [@bib17]). In general large AT1 tumours are found to exhibit extensive hypoxia, whereas small tumours (\<2 cm^3^) may be more or less-well oxygenated ([@bib52]; [@bib17]). Moreover, AT1 tumours, which are hypoxic, tend not to respond to oxygen-breathing gas ([@bib19]; [@bib5]; [@bib17]).

The tumour growth delay observed here is in line with previous reports for this subline, notably T~4~=11.6±1.3 days and 56.0±8.3 days for control and 30 Gy, respectively ([@bib36]). That study made no attempt to assess or modulate tumour oxygenation and anaesthetised rats breathed 33% O~2~ during irradiation. In another study, we reported that T~2~ (the time to double in volume) was a function of tumour pO~2~ based on ^19^F MRI Relaxometry ([@bib5]). We attempted to modify levels of oxygenation and compared response with irradiation. There was no significant difference in T~2~ between tumours irradiated, while breathing air or oxygen and the study was terminated before T~4~. However, it was noted that those tumours in the air-breathing group continued growing monotonically, albeit somewhat more slowly, whereas those irradiated while breathing oxygen showed a peak volume around 10--15 days post irradiation and then tended to shrink. Those studies required direct injection of hexafluorobenzene reporter molecule, which is unlikely to become practical in patients and is inconvenient in pre-clinical studies.

In a more recent study, we had explored OE-MRI, as well as the DCE MRI presented here. Although various reports have indicated that BOLD response to oxygen-breathing challenge is related to changes in pO~2~ ([@bib1]; [@bib3]; [@bib51]), we found no specific correlation between R~2~\* or T~2~W-weighted signal response and tumour growth delay. We did however determine a correlation between TOLD (ΔR~1~ or T~1~W signal responses) and T~4~ ([@bib17]). It was possible to stratify oxygen-breathing animals into responders and non-responders, as might be expected based on the dependence of R~1~ on pO~2~ ([@bib6]; [@bib29]; [@bib4]).

Group 3 showed no overall benefit from oxygen breathing compared with Group 2. However, a wide range of T~4~ (28--75 days) was observed and this was strongly correlated with *v*~e~ for all tumours. A similar correlation was seen for T~4~ and *K*^trans^, although for Group 2 (air breathing) tumours only. Such observations could be of value in treatment planning. Moreover, those tumours which benefited significantly from oxygen breathing were identified based on a large TOLD response ([@bib17]) These results imply a role for combined OE- and DCE MRI.

Although this study is small, we believe it provides significant new data commensurate with previous reports. Notably, we now find that the relationships between *K*^trans^ and *v*~e~ *vs* tumour growth delay in syngeneic rat tumours are consistent with clonogenic paired-cell surviving fractions in studies of multiple human melanoma xenografts in mice. Clearly, it will be important to develop this observation in additional tumour types and with respect to other therapy paradigms. DCE is more commonly used to identify and delineate tumours ([@bib2]) and the potential for predicting radiation response represents a bonus.

Conclusion
==========

A strong correlation was observed between *v*~e~ and tumour growth delay, irrespective of the inhaled gas during irradiation. No correlations were observed between OE-MRI and tumour growth delay and there were minimal correlations between OE-MRI and DCE parameters. Although contrast is part of most radiological examinations, it suggests that high temporal resolution DCE MRI could readily be implemented to provide predictive insight into response to radiation. It should be noted that this study used a single high-dose irradiation and this is becoming increasingly relevant as radiation oncology practice moves towards hypofractionated regimens such as stereotactic ablation radiotherapy (SABR).
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![**Image-guided radiation-beam delivery.**Left: kV X-ray image showing tumour in hind leg. Right: radiograph showing the collimated field. 15 Gy (half dose) was delivered through a D--V field followed by 15 Gy from the opposite (V--D) side.](bjc2016110f1){#fig1}

![**DCE MRI of subcutaneous R3327-AT1 tumour.**(**A**) High-resolution T~2~W image showing tumour (T) and muscle (M). (**B**) Following administration of Gd-DTPA signal increase was observed throughout the tumour showing heterogeneous rates and amplitudes. (**C**) *K*^trans^ and (**D**) *v~e~* maps overlaid on high-resolution T~2~W image of a small R3327-AT1 tumour with respect to Gd-DTPA infusion.](bjc2016110f2){#fig2}

![**Kaplan--Meier plot showing the influence of radiation on Dunning prostate R3327-AT1 tumour growth.**Fraction of AT1 tumours reaching T~4~: non-irradiated control tumours *vs* single dose 30 Gy, for rats breathing air or oxygen. Mean T~4~ Group 3 (O~2~)=57 days; Group 2 (air)=36.5 days, Group 1 (control)=8.5 days). Two-tailed comparison showed significant differences (*P*\<0.05) between irradiated tumours and control, though not between the irradiated groups. The Group 3 tumours which did not benefit from oxygen breathing behaved like those in Group 2.](bjc2016110f3){#fig3}

![**Tumour volume-quadrupling time (T~4~) for AT1 tumours.**(**A**) Correlation between T~4~ and *v~e~* for those tumours irradiated during air (•, *n*=4) or oxygen (▵, *n*=4) breathing. The best fit line indicated strong significant correlation (*r*^2^\>0.72, *P*\<0.05), which was even stronger for the Air group alone (*r*^2^\>0.93, *P*\<0.05). (**B**) Correlation between T~4~ and *K*^trans^. The best fit line indicated strong significant correlation for air-breathing group (*r*^2^\>0.99, *P*\<0.05, symbols as indicated in **A**).](bjc2016110f4){#fig4}
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